
Donghai BAI Lawyer

Office：Chengdu

Tel：86-28-86625656

E-mail：donghai.bai@tahota.com

Working Language：Chinese  |  English

Professional Field：
Cross-Border Business/Dispute Resolution/Corporate Business, M&A and Bankruptcy
Liquidation

Industry field：
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Personal profile

Lawyer Donghai BAI, a member of the International Business Department at Tahota Law Firm, is renowned for his specialization in
foreign-related legal services and has deep expertise in international arbitration. He is adept at navigating complex cross-border disputes,
benefiting from his comprehensive understanding of international law. Donghai BAI's fluency in both Chinese and English significantly
enhances his ability to effectively serve a diverse international clientele.

In 2023, Donghai BAI demonstrated notable professional growth, successfully handling numerous international cases, particularly
focusing on cross-broader contract disputes. His profound research in international arbitration, along with his solid background in
corporate, contract, and intellectual property law, has been instrumental in addressing the multifaceted challenges of international legal
practice.

Education background

2015-2019 Ningxia University, Bachelor of Laws

2019-2020 The Chinese University of Hong Kong, LLM in Common Law

Work experiences

2020-2022 Tahota Law Firm, Paralegal

2022-Present Tahota Law Firm, Lawyer

Social positions and memberships

Director of the Chengdu Alumni Association of The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Director of Legal Self-Media Law of Global Arbitration
Member of HK45, Hong Kong Youth International Arbitration Group
Member of YIAG, London Court of International Arbitration

Director of Yule English Corner

Representative performance

https://www.tahota.com/EN/10767.aspx
https://www.tahota.com/EN/10768.aspx
https://www.tahota.com/EN/10762.aspx
https://www.tahota.com/EN/10893.aspx
https://www.tahota.com/EN/10821.aspx
https://www.tahota.com/EN/10810.aspx


Provided foreign-related litigation legal services for a company in Hong Kong within Mainland China, successfully assisting the company in
maintaining its legitimate rights and interests, demonstrating professional capability in handling cross-border legal issues.
Offered specialized legal services in equity change for a foreign wholly-owned enterprise invested by Venezuelan citizen ROCCO
LEONARDO, ensuring the legal compliance of the equity change.
Provided ongoing legal advisory services for a company established by Argentine citizen MIA THAYER. Lawyer Donghai BAI, utilizing his
fluent English communication skills, provided the client with business negotiation, contract drafting, and in-depth legal consultation,
ensuring the company's compliant operation in China.
Delivered foreign-related litigation legal services to Swiss citizen KROG DANIEL, successfully obtaining a favorable judgment and fully
protecting the client's legal rights.
Provided foreign-related notary legal services to Chinese citizens, successfully assisting them in immigrating to New Zealand,
demonstrating expertise in international immigration legal services.
Acted as the legal representative for American citizen JENKIN JEREMY RICHARD, successfully winning a lawsuit in the Chengdu
International Commercial Court and comprehensively recovering all losses for the client.
Served as the legal representative for British citizen HARVEER SINGH GILL, effectively resolving a labor contract dispute with a
kindergarten through negotiation and communication, while maintaining a good relationship between the client and the employer.
Provided Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) drafting legal services for a business invested by Spanish citizen GALERA GARCíA
ALEJANDRO, ensuring the legal protection of business secrets.
Offered specialized legal services in personal intellectual property protection for the well-known metaverse industry influencer "Metaverse
Curator", assisting in protecting their rights in the rapidly developing digital domain.
Provided specialized due diligence legal services for an overseas investment project of a listed company in Beijing, and provided
professional legal consultation on their intention to conduct metaverse digital asset business in Hong Kong.
Delivered professional foreign-related contract drafting legal services for a Shanghai-based business consulting company, ensuring the
legal accuracy and compliance of the contracts.
Provided litigation services for the divorce dispute between individuals Ding and Zhao, successfully resolving a property dispute involving
more than 20 million yuan through effective use of asset preservation and negotiation techniques in less than a month.
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